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The Star Wars universe has captivated a diverse range of people ever since the first installment of
George Lucas' magnum opus in 1979. Since then, we have seen 6 films, an animated television
show and a plethora of video games sprung from the same universe. The newest iteration of Star
Wars-based video games, Star Wars: The Old Republic (henceforth SWTOR) is perhaps the most
audacious venture in that genre of video games. SWTOR is a MMORPG, and thus carries with it all
the vast universe that any other

MMORPG does. And, along with the vast majority of these, it has its own unique in-game issues.
Among the greatest of these is, as should be expected, that of currency - namely, how to get it.

The in-game currency of SWTOR is the Galactic Credit Standard (henceforth SWTOR Credit or
Credits). It functions in much the same way gold and silver currency is used in games such as
World of Warcraft. The http://www.starwarstheoldrepuliccredits.com can be used to purchase a
whole variety of upgrades, weapons, clothes, vehicles, etc. The matter of procuring these Credits,
however, remains as vexing as ever. One needs to find good sources for this currency, else no
potential upgrades will even be possible.

One of the ways that most MMORPGs have of accruing money is through "crafting". What "crafting"
in this case means is assembling objects or mechanisms with the proper parts are had. Any of these
objects can be sold for a good deal of cash. Also, the rarer the materials that the object - whatever it
may be - the greater amount of SWTOR Credits that can be obtained. Of course, the lengths that
one needs to go to in order to obtain the rare material may be rather great. However, the risks are
many times worth the rewards.

Another way to gain Star Wars: The Old Republic Credits is through quests. Let's say - in the
context of the game - that one is presented with a situation in which a certain alien, in this case,
needs a certain object and offers the player x amount of money to go and retrieve or get the object.
This will, of course, place the player in a certain amount of danger - though as most people will
know, death in these games is not by any means final. However, this can still be a good method of
getting funds. Also, as was previously mentioned, the harder the quest, the greater the amount of
SWTOR Credits are available. Also, there are objects that can be picked up that, while only
tangential to the quest, can still still be sold to get more credits.
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